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CORRIGENDUM

With reference to above advertisement the para containing post wise details educational

qualifications, experience required, age limit etc. is amended as under:-

Nameofthepost
Educational Qualification:-

SeniorResidents
A medical qualification included in the I or

schedule or part II of the third schedule to the Indian

Council

Essential:

Act of 1956(persons possessing

qualifications included in part
II of this schedule

should also fulfill the conditions specified
in section

13(3) of the Act or A MBBS degree from a

recognized institute by Indian Medical Council and a

Post Graduate Degree/DNB/PG Diploma in relevant

field.
The Candidates must have valid registration

certificate from Delhi Medical Council or should
Registration:-

have applied for DMC with proper acknowledgement
at the time of interview, falling which the candidate

will notbe allowed to appear in interview
Relaxable to SC/ST/OBC/Departmental

Candidate/ExSM/PH etc. in accordance with the instructions/ orders
Age Limit:- 37

years. Age

issued byGovt.of India/ DoPT fromtimetotime.
|

In case of non-availability of candidates, as per the relevant scheme
mentioned above, candidatesmay be considered in terms of relaxation

ofprovision as per circular No. F.No.12112612010/H&FW/1996-2045,
dated

Note:

10.06.2011 and DHFW/Q015/57/2016-HR-Medical

Secy(H&Fw)#1245062/1502-08 dated 26.11.20 issued by Health&

Family Welfare Department, Govt. of NCT of Delhi with the following

relaxation
1. Upper age limit for eligibility will be 45 years.

2. In the Specialties where no fresh candidates are available,

candidates, who have
completed

3 yearsof Sr. Residency, may
also be allowed to appear in the interview.

In case
candidateswith eligibility

criteria mentioned at 2 above
are not available, candidates having three year experience as

Junior Resident in the concerned
specialty / Super Speciality

shall be considered for selection.

Separate merit list
would be prepared for the candidates who

have completed their residency of 3 years as SR and JR with

three year experience in concerned
speciality.

Firstly, the list containing name of fresh candidates would be
exhausted for appointment as SR. Second list shall be used

after first list is exhausted. Third list would be used only after

second list is exhausted.

5.

6.Further,allseniorResident appointment from second list will



be for maximum one year only on ad-hoc basis .

7. Senior Resident may be assigned duties in Emergency

Department as&when required in caseof anyexigency,

Note Other terms and conditions of the advertisement as mention in advertisement No F.No.

Admin/Recruit.SR/48/RGSSH/02022/02 dated 25.03.2022 shall remain same.

(Dr.Lalendra Upreti)

Deputy Director Administration


